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Unlock™ Floor Stripper

No-Rinse floor stripper
This high power, high speed floor stripper was developed to
penetrate and remove multiple coats of burnished floor finish
with a minimum of labor. This fast acting labor saving product
requires little, if any scrubbing and greatly reduces the time it
takes to strip a floor. This powerful professional stripper
requires no neutralizing or flood rinsing after use. This product is
suitable for use on most surfaces.
Features

Available In

4 - 1 Gal. Bottles Item #88804-00

5 Gal Bag in Box Item #888B5-00

Powerful formula cuts through layers of old finish in minutes
Pleasant to Use: Low to no odor released.
Saves Energy: Works with cold water.
Low Foaming

Directions for Use

Recommended for removing multiple coats of water-based
acrylic floor finishes from all types of resilient tile and hard
surfaces. Not recommended on linoleum or sheet vinyl floors.
Pre-test in a small area; color bleeding or discoloration may
occur on linoleum, rubber tile, or asphalt tile. Sweep or dust mop
floor to remove any large debris. 

For light to medium stripping, dilute 10 oz. /gal. (1:12). 

For heavy stripping, dilute 25 oz. /gal. (1:5) with cool water. 

Apply solution liberally to floor surface. Allow 3 - 5 minutes
contact time. Be sure to keep surface wet at all times. Agitate
with a low speed rotary machine, automatic scrubber or
stripping machine. Pick up solution with a wet vacuum,
automatic scrubber or mop and bucket and thoroughly rinse the
floor. Allow floor to dry completely before applying finish or
sealer. No flood rinsing is necessary if surface appears free of
dust and residue.

Tech Specs

Color Colorless
Flash Point n/a
Fragrance None
Freeze/thaw stability n/a
pH 13.0 - 14.0
Residue on evaporation None
Specific gravity 1.029
Coverage 400 sq. ft./ gallon
Warranty 2 years
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